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"Don't fight with the path. Use what it offers you" is Annabel's motto. So, in 
2019 she mastered one of the longest and toughest non-stop ultra trails: 
349 kilometres and over 30,000 metres of altitude in a maximum of 150 
hours. By foot. With less than five hours of sleep over the 6 days and 6 nights. 
With a minimum amount of food and temperatures from plus 30° to minus 5° 
Celsius. A courageous challenge, both physically and mentally. Especially as 
she was struggling with an injury and severe pain from halfway through the 
race. 
 
As a qualified coach and speaker, Annabel Müller combines the unique 
experience of ultra trail running with her expertise in management and 
coaching. (See references below) 
 
Born in Munich, she first began running in 2009 living in Landau (Pfalz), 
comparatively far away from the alps. Her first big running goal: a 10 km race 
on paved roads. Ten years later, she is facing one of the toughest ultra 
running challenges: 349 km and more than 30,879 metres of altitude have to 
be covered at the Tor des Géants - in a maximum of 150 hours, crossing 25 
mountain passes of up to 3,299 metres. And all this mostly beside paved 
paths and far away from civilisation. 
  
And while the Tour of the Giants faces the runners with extreme challenges - 
an onset of winter in early September, followed by merciless heat - Annabel 
learns that courage, persistence and decision-making skills require an 
essential basis:  
Trust - in oneself and in the team. You will be surprised how many exciting 
parallels exist between ultra trail running and business.  

 

Ultra.Success.Keynote (20-30 min.) 

What business leaders can learn from an ultra trail runner.  

Focus is optionally on: 

- Keep focused ... How to motivate yourself and others to peak performance 
and how keep the courage even in critical situations. 

- Good decisions aren´t easy. Really? No, because good things are always 
easy. How to make good decisions easily and avoid misconceptions. 



- Confidence as a key factor for success. How a clever and constant leaving of 
our comfort zone strengthens trust in ourselves and our team. 

 

Trail and Error® (ca. 45 min.) 

- 349 km and 30.879 metres of altitude - the Tor des Géants is one of the 
longest and toughest ultra trail races in the world. 

- The key to success in such a giant goal is staying focused. However, clever 
staying focused is much more than "Chakka, I can do it". 

- Be inspired by what it takes to keep going on successfully and what parallels 
there are between ultra trail running and business. 
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Mrs Müller held an exciting speech in front of an audience of 500 participants 
at our Mission M congress. We would request her again at any time." 
Organisationsteam Runkom GmbH 

 

Very good and inspiring lecture. Our participants were able to transfer the 
experiences from sport to the business world through Annabel Müller's 
speech and gained motivation for future challenges. Gladly again, e.g. in a 
smaller group as a discussion in German with management." (Isa Föll, BOSCH; 
for an English speech) 

The cooperation with Annabel was super relaxed but nevertheless target-
oriented. In the difficult situation of creating a memorable, professional and 
yet individual presentation, she was the perfect contact person who, beyond 
her own content, also actively thought into the needs of the client (agency) and 
its customers in order to produce the best possible overall result. Annabel as 
a person, but also her topic are definitely an enrichment and highlight of 



speeches around motivation, persistence, mastering challenges or just to be 
flashed by a very very great achievement!" !" (Andreas Cappell , for an English 
speech for VW) 

All references are translated from German. Those and more under: 
https://www.provenexpert.com/annabel-mueller/ 
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